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ABSTRACT: Thiopeptides are a broad class of macrocyclic,
heavily modified peptide natural products that are unified by the
presence of a substituted, nitrogen-containing heterocycle core.
Early work indicated that this core might be fashioned from two
dehydroalanines by an enzyme-catalyzed aza-[4 + 2] cycloaddition
to give a cyclic-hemiaminal intermediate. This common
intermediate could then follow a reductive path toward a
dehydropiperidine, as in the thiopeptide thiostrepton, or an
aromatization path to yield the pyridine groups observed in many
other thiopeptides. Although several of the enzymes proposed to
perform this cycloaddition have been reconstituted, only pyridine
products have been isolated and any hemiaminal intermediates
have yet to be observed. Here, we identify the conditions and
substrates that decouple the cycloaddition from subsequent steps and allow interception and characterization of this long
hypothesized intermediate. Transition state modeling indicates that the key amide−iminol tautomerization is the major hurdle in an
otherwise energetically favorable cycloaddition. An anionic model suggests that deprotonation and polarization of this amide bond
by TbtD removes this barrier and provides a sufficient driving force for facile (stepwise) cycloaddition. This work provides evidence
for a mechanistic link between disparate cyclases in thiopeptide biosynthesis.

■ INTRODUCTION

Thiopeptides are a class of highly modified, macrocyclic
natural products that have garnered significant attention due to
their demonstrated therapeutic value and their remarkable
biosynthesis.1−5 Thiopeptides are well known for their
antibiotic activity and show impressive potency against
multidrug-resistant bacteria such as methicillin-resistant Staph-
ylococcus aureus, vancomycin-resistant Enterococci, and pen-
icillin-resistant Streptococcus pneumoniae.2,3 In addition, some
thiopeptides have been suggested to use a dual mechanism of
action to clear Mycobacterium tuberculosis from host macro-
phages by simultaneously inducing an autophagic response.6,7

Other thiopeptides hold promise as antimitotic,8−10 anti-
fungal,11 antiplasmodial,12,13 or immunosuppressive14 ther-
apeutics. Despite this broad therapeutic potential, clinical use
of thiopeptides has been hampered by their low aqueous
solubility, and major efforts toward thiopeptide synthesis and
engineering have been focused on improving this short-
coming.15−20

Thiopeptide biosynthesis has proven to be a powerful tool
for manipulating their complex structures and creating new
analogs.21−28 Like other ribosomally synthesized and post-
translationally modified peptide (RiPP) natural products,
thiopeptides are produced through extensive enzymatic

modification of a linear precursor peptide.29,30 Each precursor
peptide contains discrete recognition elements within an N-
terminal leader sequence that engage and direct tailoring
enzymes to modify a C-terminal core sequence. Thiopeptides
are distinguished from other RiPPs, however, by the presence
of a unique feature: a trisubstituted, nitrogen-containing six-
membered ring. These N-heterocyclic components can take
several forms, such as the dehydropiperidine of thiostrepton or
the pyridine rings found in thiomuracins and thiocillins (Figure
1a). TclM, from thiocillin biosynthesis, was the first of a
unique set of enzymes shown to form one of these core
heterocycles.31 This work demonstrated that TclM and related
cyclases32,33 act late in thiopeptide biosynthesis to simulta-
neously form the pyridine core, macrocyclize the modified
peptide, and remove the N-terminal leader peptide (LP), thus
furnishing the fully mature thiopeptide antibiotic.
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These cyclases have been harnessed as versatile biocatalysts
in a chemoenzymatic strategy that mirrors the natural
thiopeptide biosynthesis but uses synthetic substrates with
minimized LP sequences to probe enzyme promiscuity and
access a wide range of analogs.34 This approach has uncovered
the extreme substrate flexibility of these cyclases in vitro. In
particular, under optimized conditions, we showed that the
thiomuracin cyclase, TbtD, can catalyze an intermolecular
transformation between two relatively small fragments of the
native substrate.35 Despite much work on this class of enzymes,
their mechanism remains poorly understood.36,37

In 1978, Bycroft and Gowland proposed that distinct core
motifs, like those of thiocillins and thiostrepton, could be
accessed by a single, unifying enzymatic reaction.38 Specifically,
they hypothesized that two dehydroalanines (Dhas) might
undergo a formal aza-[4 + 2] cycloaddition to yield a cyclic
hemiaminal intermediate which could serve as a key branching
point for the different series of thiopeptides. Reductive steps

led to a thiostrepton dehydropiperidine core, while elimination
and aromatization steps led to a thiocillin or thiomuracin
pyridine core (Figure 1b). Importantly, for the proposed
cycloaddition, one Dha-adjacent amide would tautomerize to
an iminol in order to establish a suitable diene. While amide
C−N bonds exhibit substantial double-bond character, there is
a steep energetic penalty for complete tautomerization (∼11−
12 kcal/mol) to the imidic acid, which would presumably
preclude a spontaneous cycloaddition.39−42 Indeed, several
efforts to employ synthetically equivalent reactions could only
achieve successful aza-cycloadditions at elevated temperatures
by forced tautomerization through O-alkylation.43 Never-
theless, a growing body of research has supported the
Bycroft−Gowland hypothesis. A combination of genetic and
feeding studies confirmed that heterocyclic cores across many
families of thiopeptides are fashioned from serine-derived Dhas
in the linear peptide precursors.44−52 Moreover, the in vitro
reconstitution of several of these cyclases, including TclM and

Figure 1. Thiopeptide structures and the proposed enzymatic mechanism of N-heterocyclic core installation. (a) Thiopeptides thiocillin and
thiomuracin have pyridine cores, while thiostrepton bears a dehydropiperidine core. (b) Proposed mechanism describing the formation of diverse
thiopeptide cores. Series c is not shown. (c) Biosynthetic gene clusters (BGC) for each thiopeptide are shown. Highlighted in purple are the
enzymes that are either putatively responsible for the core formation (tsrL) or have been successfully reconstituted in vitro (tbtD, tclM).
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TbtD, demonstrates that substrates bearing these Dhas can be
converted to the pyridine class of thiopeptides in a single
enzymatic transformation.31−35

Still, a Bycroft−Gowland hemiaminal intermediate has yet to
be observed, leaving the open question of the conserved
mechanistic intermediate of this transformation. The rapidly
expanding genomic data and characterization of numerous
thiopeptide biosynthetic gene clusters has firmly established a
genetic link between thiopeptides with distinct core motifs;
however, the biochemical links between core-forming enzymes
of different thiopeptide classes linger.
Herein, we use established chemoenzymatic methods to

perform a systematic heterocycle scan of thiomuracin-like
thiopeptides. For several analogs, an intermediate is observed
during the course of the pyridine synthase-catalyzed reaction.
The core structure of an isolated intermediate was confirmed
by a combination of LC-MS and 1D and 2D NMR
experiments with 13C-labeled material and confirms the
presence of a Bycroft−Gowland intermediate. We track the
generation and consumption of one particular intermediate
under several conditions and demonstrate that the enzymatic
cycloaddition step is highly pH dependent. Finally, transition
state modeling was used to understand the energetic landscape
of the proposed reaction and highlight the differences between
the analogs and their parent structure.

■ RESULTS

Unnatural TbtD Substrates Lead to the Accumulation
of Intermediates. As part of our ongoing efforts to improve
the solubility of thiopeptides, we designed a small series of
variants that would systematically exchange the native thiazoles
for oxazoles using our established chemoenzymatic strategy
(Table S1). These variants were of particular interest because
the oxazoles are predicted to be significantly more hydrophilic
than the isosteric thiazoles53 (Table S1) but had proven
challenging to install by purely biosynthetic means.26 We
prepared eight linear variants based on the features of
thiomuracins and related thiopeptides (Figure S1). In five of
these variants each monothiazole was individually substituted
with a monooxazole; in a sixth variant, the bisthiazole was
replaced with a bisoxazole; in another variant, the four
thiazoles directly surrounding the pyridine core were
simultaneously replaced; in the final variant, all of the thiazoles
were replaced with oxazoles (Table S1). These substrates were
synthesized with a minimized, 15-residue LP sequence based
on the natural precursor peptide as we had previously shown
this portion to be necessary and sufficient to allow processing
by MBP-TbtD.34 We recently reported that similar unnatural
substrates are processed poorly at neutral pH. However, we
discovered that the rate of TbtD-mediated pyridine formation
is significantly accelerated at elevated pH, which allowed much
more efficient cyclization for these variants.35 We therefore

Figure 2. Observation of a Bycroft−Gowland hemiaminal intermediate. (a) Proposed structure of the bisoxazole hemiaminal intermediate observed
during the course of the cyclization. (b) RP-HPLC traces (UV at 254 nm) of the MBP-TbtD-catalyzed reaction with compound 4 at 2 and 21 h.
(c) MS of linear substrate 4, hemiaminal intermediate 5, and thiopeptide product 7 in profile. (d) Time course of the MBP-TbtD-catalyzed
reaction at pH 10.5. Area under each peak corresponding to 4, 5, and 7 is plotted. Similar time courses were performed across a range of basic pHs,
and hemiaminal intermediate (e) and thiopeptide product (f) are plotted. All time points were performed in triplicate with error bars representing
the standard deviation.
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tested our suite of oxazole-containing variants at pH 9.0.
Gratifyingly, after overnight incubation, many of these variants
underwent complete cyclization to the expected thiopeptide
product (Figure S2). However, a few variants exhibited
minimal to moderate conversion, even after extended
incubation. Curiously, in each case, new, more polar peaks
could be observed in the UV traces. LC-MS analysis indicated
that in all cases the new peaks were associated with mass to
charge ratios (m/z) identical to those of their respective
starting materials (Figures 2b, 2c, and S2).

We chose to focus on a single polyoxazole substrate 4 to
investigate further. This substrate contained the fewest changes
from the parent thiopeptide but shows formation of this new
species after relatively short, 2 h, enzymatic assays. A time
course of the reaction clearly shows that the new species grows
in and then is consumed cleanly, providing strong evidence
that this species is an intermediate on route to the final
pyridine product (Figures 2b, 2d−f, S2, and S3). We further
monitored the progress of the reaction across a range of basic
pHs by RP-HPLC (Figure 2e, 2f, and S3). At pH 8.5 or below

Figure 3. 13C−13C COSY confirms the diketone intermediate structure. (a) Reaction scheme of the MBP-TbtD-catalyzed cyclization of the 13C-
labeled bisoxazole linear substrate 4′. Short exposures of 4′ to MBP-TbtD allow the buildup of hemiaminal 5′. Introducing an acidic aqueous
solution to the reaction quickly hydrolyzes 5′ to the diketone intermediate 6′. Prolonged incubation of 4′ with MBP-TbtD yields the thiopeptide
product 7′ as expected. (b) Profile MS of 4′ and 5′ generated in situ, the isolated diketone 6′, and the thiopeptide product 7′. (c) 13C−13C COSY
(DMSO-d6) of 6′. C−C bonds formed in the formal cycloaddition are highlighted in blue.
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the reaction is sluggish, but as pH is increased a substantial
increase in the generation and consumption of the putative
intermediate is observed, with the majority of the material
being converted to the mature thiopeptide after about 90 min
at pH 10.5 (Figures 2d−f and S3). Notably, no other
intermediates along the proposed mechanism were observed
by LC-MS analysis. We hypothesized that this compound
might be a Bycroft−Gowland hemiaminal intermediate (Figure
2a).

13C−13C COSY Confirms Formation of a Bycroft−
Gowland Intermediate. We sought to confirm the identity

of this intermediate by NMR. Given the complexity of the
substrate (due to a large core and a 15-residue leader peptide),
we reasoned that an equivalent substrate, site-selectively
labeled at carbons that are incorporated into the central
nitrogen-containing ring, should significantly simplify spectra
and allow unambiguous structural determination (Figure 3).
This strategy would allow facile acquisition of 1H, 13C, and
importantly, 13C−13C-correlation spectra to confirm the new
connectivity of the proposed heterocyclic hemiaminal inter-
mediate. Isotopically labeled building blocks were synthesized,
and the linear substrate, incorporating seven 13C-labeled

Figure 4. Possible reaction mechanisms for the aza-[4 + 2] cycloaddition. Neutral (a), cationic (b), and anionic (e, d) manifolds are investigated.
(a) Cycloaddition may proceed via a concerted manner under a neutral reaction system; however, a high-energy amide−iminol tautomerization
barrier is expected. This energy barrier may be overcome in some cationic (b) or anionic (d) systems to facilitate a stepwise cycloaddition
mechanism.
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carbons, was assembled by solid-phase peptide synthesis
(SPPS) as described previously (Figure 3a, see SI). A large-
scale cyclization was performed, and multimilligram quantities
of the intermediate were isolated by RP-HPLC. Following
purification, LC-MS analysis revealed the isolated compound
exhibited a 1 Da increase in m/z compared to the intermediate
observed during the course of the reaction (Figure 3b). Given
the propensity of secondary ketimines, like the one in the
anticipated hemiaminal intermediate, to undergo rapid
hydrolysis to ketones in acidic, aqueous environments,52,54−58

we reasoned the observed mass shift was likely a consequence
of the loss of the imine nitrogen during RP-HPLC purification
and proposed the structure of the isolated intermediate as a
cyclic diketone (Figure 3a). Importantly, the two key carbon−
carbon bonds expected to form during the anticipated
cycloaddition would still be preserved in the diketone species.
Comparing 1H and 13C NMR spectra of the isolated

intermediate to the linear substrate reveals several differences.
First, disappearance of the four Dha proton signals from the
linear substrate can clearly be discerned in the 1H NMR of the
intermediate (Figure S4). As a result of the site-specific
labeling, the 13C NMR spectrum of the intermediate provides
conclusive evidence that these Dhas had been conjoined. The
quartets at ∼134 ppm and doublets at ∼106 ppm
(representing the 13C-labeled alpha and beta carbons of the
Dhas, respectively) that were present in the linear substrate
spectrum are absent from the 13C NMR spectrum of the
intermediate (Figure S5). These have been replaced by three
additional peaks much farther upfield: (i) a multiplet at 68.8
ppm, (ii) a triplet of doublets at 32.6 ppm, and (iii) a triplet at
30.6 ppm (Figure S5). These chemical shifts and 13C−13C
splitting patterns are in good agreement with those previously
observed for the single tertiary carbon and two methylene
carbons in the dehydropiperidines of thiostrepton and related
compounds.59−61 As expected, the two thiazole carbon shifts at
166 and 168 ppm are mostly unchanged. The two remaining
13C chemical shifts at 193 and 182 ppm clearly indicate the
diketone structure. Indeed, calculated NMR shifts for every
labeled carbon in the diketone are in close agreement with
those experimentally observed (Figure S6).
In an effort to better establish the carbon−carbon bond

connectivity and definitively show the newly formed bonds
from the cycloaddition, we collected 2D 13C−13C COSY NMR
spectra of the intermediate. The 13C−13C COSY’s easy
interpretation and ability to explicitly map carbon−carbon
connectivity within a single experiment make it a useful tool for
structure determination. As expected, unambiguous signals in
the isolated intermediate (6′) spectra indicate connectivity
across C1−C2−C3 and C4−C5−C6 (Figure 3c, gray). Most
notably, two distinct cross peaks indicated the formation of
two new carbon−carbon bonds between C3−C4 and C5−C7
(Figure 3c, blue). Importantly, these two connections are
precisely those expected to form during the aza-[4 + 2]
cycloaddition. Finally, an unusually large long-range 2JCC
coupling (about 15 Hz) between carbons 1 and 3 was
observed (Figure 3c, purple). Such large two bond 13C−13C
couplings are a characteristic feature of carbons that are left
and right adjacent to a ketone and have been observed in
similar NMRs of complex natural products.62,63 Collectively,
1D and 2D NMRs, LC-MS, and established reactivity of
(ket)imines conclusively establish the structure of the diketone
species (6′) and its origin from hydrolysis of the hemiaminal
intermediate (5′).

Transition State Modeling Informs the Energetic
Landscape of the Cycloaddition. Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were performed to evaluate various
mechanisms for the formation of the central heterocycle in a
formal [4 + 2] cycloaddition and to examine potential impacts
of oxazoles and pH on this reaction. A simplified set of
substrates (closely resembling those that undergo intermo-
lecular cyclizations) were used for the calculations (Figure 4).
All optimizations were performed with M06-2X-D3/6-31G(d),
and single-point calculations of the optimized structures were
performed with M06-2X-D3/6-311+G(d,p).
We first evaluated the possibility for this aza-[4 + 2]

cycloaddition under neutral conditions (no charged species,
Figures 4a and S6). Starting from the iminol intermediate
(iminol A), a concerted asynchronous [4 + 2] cycloaddition
leads to an exo adduct (Pdt A1) with a transition state barrier
of 16.3 kcal/mol (TS A1, Figure 4a). The formation of the exo
adduct is favored over the endo adduct by 1.0 kcal/mol. This
preference is in agreement with the natural stereochemistry
observed in the dehydropiperidine core of thiostrepton and
others.59,64 Despite the low barrier for the [4 + 2]
cycloaddition, the difference in energy between iminol A and
amide A (13.7 kcal/mol) leads to a high overall barrier of 30.0
kcal/mol. This suggests that the [4 + 2] reaction cannot occur
without the aid of the enzyme, presumably through forced
tautomerization by acidic or basic residues within the active
site. A similar pattern was observed in the system with a
bisthiazole instead of the bisoxazole, with transition state
barriers of 18.3 and 18.5 kcal/mol for formation of the exo and
endo products, respectively (see SI). For the bisthiazole
substrate, the difference in energy between the iminol and the
amide structure is 13.2 kcal/mol. The “anti” bis-azole ring
conformation is preferred for both the bisoxazole and the
bisthiazole systems, although this preference is stronger for the
bisthiazoles (3.2 vs 0.4 kcal/mol for the bisthiazole vs
bisoxazole of the diene component). In addition, many
important intra- and intermolecular hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions are present between the two fragments.
Alternatively, protonation of one of the exocyclic thiazoles

has been previously proposed as a potentially relevant
enzymatic mechanism (Figure 4b).65 When the thiazole of
the diene is protonated, the formal [4 + 2] cycloaddition
becomes a stepwise inverse-electron-demand hetero-Diels−
Alder process with a discrete intermediate present between the
two C−C bond formation steps. Protonation of the thiazole on
the diene fragment leads to activation of the diene component
toward nucleophilic addition by lowering its LUMO and
decreasing the barrier toward the initial C−C bond formation
(6.0 kcal/mol). In addition, the conversion of amide B to
iminol B is much more favorable. Only a small 1.2 kcal/mol
energy difference is observed, due to the presence of an
additional favorable hydrogen-bonding interaction between the
carbonyl of the iminol tautomer and the protonated thiazole.
This potentially acid-catalyzed mechanism, while favorable,
stands in contrast to the rate enhancement observed under
basic conditions.
Under basic conditions, deprotonation of the enamide N−H

in either the diene or the dienophile might precede the
cycloaddition step (Figure 4c and 4d). We investigated these
two potential anionic manifolds. In both cases, this led to
identification of stepwise bond-forming mechanisms. In the
first, deprotonation of the dienophile amide C increases the
nucleophilicity of the dienophile fragment by raising the



HOMO of the alkene and facilitates an inverse-electron-
demand hetero-Diels−Alder cycloaddition (Figure 4c). Both
C−C bond formation steps are strongly exergonic with energy
differences of 10.6 and 18.4 kcal/mol compared to the iminol
for the formation of the first and second bonds, respectively.
The barrier of amide−iminol tautomerization remained
comparable to the neutral condition manifold. In the second,
negatively charged diene system, the initial C−C bond
formation is also facile, with a TS energy barrier of only 6.1
kcal/mol (TS D1, Figure 4d). The intermediate (Int D) and
product (Pdt D) are both lower in energy than the starting
structure with energies of −2.2 and −0.4 kcal/mol,
respectively. Importantly, deprotonation of this amide N−H
yields a resonance-stabilized anion and effectively removes the
barrier to tautomerization, thereby lowering the overall
activation energy required for cycloaddition (iminol D). This
last mechanism provides a potentially efficient solution to the
problem of amide bond tautomerization that is in agreement
with our kinetic data and might reasonably be exploited by this
group of enzymes.
Lastly, we sought to understand the potential effects of the

bisoxazole in slowing the rate of elimination after formation of
the initial [4 + 2] adduct (see SI). This is supported by
computational studies that show that formation of a cation
after removal of water is more stable in the structure
containing the bisthiazole moiety by 1.7 kcal/mol. If this
factor were operating in the transition state for dehydration,
the bisthiazole would be dehydrated about 16 times faster than
the bisoxazole at room temperature.

■ DISCUSSION
Cumulatively, these data confirm the intermediacy of a cyclic
hemiaminal in the biosynthesis of thiopeptide heterocyclic
cores and substantiates the long-standing Bycroft−Gowland
hypothesis of an enzyme-catalyzed formal aza-[4 + 2]
cycloaddition. The fact that the intermediate accumulates
without spontaneously undergoing conversion to the pyridine
suggests that the enzyme is required for the dehydration and
elimination steps (Figure 2). It is unclear what catalytic base(s)
in the enzyme’s active site might contribute to these steps,
especially since regions of the enzyme thought to be involved
in catalysis are still largely hypotheses based on limited
mutational analyses and homology modeling.37 Still, some
coordination is likely needed to drive dehydration and
elimination toward the aromatic pyridine products, and the
absence of this key residue(s) may help to keep the
thiostrepton core at this important intermediate, en route to
the dehydropiperidine. Isolation of the diketone suggests yet
another need for the enzyme in protecting against this
alternative hydrolytic pathway.
We previously reported that pyridine formation is pH

dependent, but we could not attribute this rate enhancement
with any step in the proposed mechanism.35 Monitoring the
generation of the hemiaminal intermediate across pH clearly
indicates that cycloaddition is strongly influenced (Figure 2).
These data align well with our computation work. Evidence in
the literature reporting the high energetic barrier of amide−
iminol tautomerization was reaffirmed for our more thiopep-
tide-specific system with transition state modeling. These data
imply that any increase in the rate of cycloaddition would be a
consequence of an increased rate in tautomerization, which
may be more easily accomplished in a more basic environment.
While the amide pKa of our specific substrate is unknown,

electronically similar anilides are much more acidic than typical
amides: 18.8 (DMSO) for benzanilide or 21.5 (DMSO) for
acetanilide as compared to 25.5 (DMSO) for acetamide (15.1
in water).66,67 Moreover, an anionic cycloaddition route, in
which the negatively charged diene is produced, removes this
high-energy barrier and facilitates cycloaddition (Figure 4).
Therefore, a pH-dependent mechanism that deprotonates and
stabilizes an anionic diene would support the observed rate
enhancement at elevated pHs. Indeed, several basic residues
have already been identified in TbtD that strongly influence
pyridine formation and are likely candidates to perform this
type of chemistry.32,37 The subtle differences in transition
states calculations between the bisthiazole and the bisoxazole
substrate suggest the tautomerization-based rate enhancement
may also describe reactions with more natural substrates in
which the intermediates are not observed.
The spectroscopic data indicate that a Bycroft−Gowland

intermediate is formed as a single stereoisomer, as only one
corresponding peak in the LC-MS data and one sharp set of
13C NMR signals were detected (Figure S5). This observed
diastereoselectivity and the preference for the exo adduct from
our calculations is consistent with the exclusively observed exo
stereochemistry in the dehydropiperidine series compounds.
Although we assumed the same stereochemistry for the rest of
our calculations (ionic manifolds), it is possible that TbtD or
other members of the growing cadre of cryptic thiopeptide
cyclases may be less stereoselective. Indeed, recent work with
the paraherquamides and related prenylated indole alkaloids
has shown that Diels−Alderases are used elsewhere in nature
for chiral resolution of full natural product enantiomers let
alone diastereomers.68 It remains to be seen whether the
stereochemistry among the thiopeptide family of cyclases is
substrate or enzyme controlled or a combination of the two.
Given the meager preference for exo over endo (0.2 kcal/mol)
in our bisthiazole calculations, perhaps stereoselectivity may
even be manipulated by specific substrates or reaction
conditions.
Lastly, these results also inform on the potential for

incorporation of more hydrophilic heterocycles into the
relatively hydrophobic scaffolds of thiopeptides (Figure S2).
The chemoenzymatic approach used here provides unimpaired
access to the oxazole substrates, where mutasynthesis had
previously been found to produce complex mixtures of
differently processed compounds.26 This work shows that the
oxazole replacements are tolerated under the optimized
conditions. Still, these oxazole substrates undergo cyclization
much more slowly than the parent thiazole-containing
counterparts, in particular in the second step dehydration/
aromatization. The reason for diminished turnover is not clear
at present. Our calculations suggest that the oxazole/thiazole
substitution has a minimal electronic impact on the reactivity
of the diene component and that the transition states for both
oxazole and thiazole substitutions are comparable. For the
cycloaddition, it may be that a larger conformational effect is
responsible and that the oxazole substrates do not sit in the
active site in quite the same manner as the thiazole substrates
and thus do not access a potential catalytic base as efficiently
for ready turnover to the dehydration product. Regardless,
these data demonstrate that the oxazole substrates can be made
to react after prolonged incubation with the enzymes, opening
up the possibility for incorporation of these groups into new
thiopeptide analogs.



■ CONCLUSIONS
Pyridine synthases catalyze a complicated reaction that
simultaneously macrocyclizes a linear substrate, removes the
leader peptide, and forms the hallmark trisubstituted pyridine
core that defines this genre of natural products. Although the
mechanism of catalysis is currently unknown, the prospect of
the enzyme catalyzing a unique hetero-Diels−Alder has
garnered much investigation. Here, we have described how
the use of an established chemoenzymatic platform allowed the
investigation of otherwise challenging linear substrates and led
to the discovery of a cryptic intermediate along the reaction
pathway. The discovery of this intermediate provides major
evidence to support that the mechanism goes through a formal
[4 + 2] cycloaddition step and further substantiates the 42-
year-old hypothesis originally proposed by Bycroft and
Gowland. These data suggest a mechanistic link between
disparate thiopeptide cyclases is probable. Discovery of this
intermediate now separates the cycloaddition from the rest of
the reaction steps and may allow more thorough investigation
of one of the most exciting steps in this enzymatic
transformation. This intermediate could also prove to be
synthetically useful, as it could allow access to thiostrepton-like
piperidine cores or “new-to-nature” thiopeptide scaffolds.
Collectively, this work represents a major advancement in
the understanding of RIPP enzymology and once again
expands the utility of pyridine synthases to access further
reaches of complex natural product-inspired chemical space.
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